
Tip of the Week :

•context decorations and subsystems (relationship to doocs)



TINE Naming Hierarchy:

Identity (where or what it is …)
/Context/DeviceGroup/DeviceName

(doocs: facility/device/location)
(tango: domain/family/member)

What is wanted from it …
Property

(doocs: property)
(tango: attribute, command)

Note: for historical reasons, specifying the context 
and device name is optional.

Can get an ‘unknown address’ if the device group (i.e. 
device server) name is ambiguous !



Subsystems

Not part of the name space
i.e. does not show up in the link parameters when you 
establish a link.

But you can filter on the subsystem when 
browsing the control system

Some redundancies here :

Doocs: LINAC2.RF/L2TRCrf/…

Facility (context) is ‘decorated’ 
with the subsystem name !



Context-Specific Central 
Services …

For example :
Archive
Alarms
FEC Statistics
Globals
State

Encompass all subsystems for the 
context 





How to satisfy doocs and tine:
Server registration provides both context and subsystem for a 
device server (group) !

subsystem can be empty !
Rules:

If context has a decoration (.SOMETHING) and subsystem is 
empty, then the decoration is the subsystem and is removed from 
the context !

e.g. TTF2.DIAG/BCM -> server BCM in context TTF2 with subsystem 
DIAG.

If context has a decoration and subsystem is not empty but 
identical to the decoration, then the decoration is removed from the 
context !
If context has a decoration and subsystem is not empty and not 
identical to the decoration, then the decoration is NOT removed.

Exception:
<context>.TEST is (now) a special case (decoration never 
removed).



How to satisfy doocs and tine:

Address resolution:
If server + decorated context is unknown, then is 
there an address for the same server in the 
undecorated context with subsystem = 
decoration ?
e.g. If /TTF2.DIAG/BCM unknown then try to find 
/TTF2/BCM with subsystem DIAG !

Browsing from the tine side will not see the 
decorations anyway, but if explicitly called 
(using the official doocs address) the call will 
succeed.



Current Context Decorations

<context>.TEST
<context>.SIM
<context>.SEDAC, <context>.CDI
<context>.DAEMON



Current (allowed) Subsystems



How to specify the subsystem 
(and context)

Decorate the context and leave the subsystem empty (doocs)
Pass the context and subsystem per API prior to initialization:

Equipment module object (java):
.setContext(), .setSubsystem()

Equipment module factory (java):
sets default for all managed equipment modules
.setFecContext(), .setFecSubsystem()

Use a fecid.csv configuration file with CONTEXT and SUBSYSTEM 
columns

Sets default for all managed equipment modules
Use an exports.csv configuration file with CONTEXT and SUBSYSTEM 
columns

Applies only to the equipment module referenced.
Use a fec.xml configuration file with <CONTEXT> and <SUBSYSTEM>  
tags  under the <FEC> tag.

Sets default for all managed equipment modules
Use a fec.xml configuration file with <CONTEXT> and <SUBSYSTEM>  
tags  under the <EQM> tag.

Applies only to the equipment module referenced
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